This is a prospectus to raise money for Telesonic Corporation of America (TCA). I found no evidence that they actually sold sets, though the photo of the production line indicates that they made at least a few. Telesonic did make a radio in 1947.

The curtain rises

On the greatest educational and entertainment medium of all time
AMERICA NEEDS TELEVISION

"America needs television. This electronic marvel can be a potent tool in mass enlightenment at a time when our domestic and international problems have become complicated to an unprecedented degree. Television can help us know America as it really is and the world as it really is without the interposition of interpretive medium, no matter how well meaning or capable. What sound broadcasting has already done to vitalize the democratic process by bringing the great events and crises of our time into the living room, visual broadcasting can in some respects magnify many times over.

"Those who are concerned with the potentialities of television for new contributions to the well-being of the American people hope that television's future will be one of sound, sturdy growth. The Federal Communications Commission stands ready today as it has in the past to take every appropriate action to speed that growth."

NEW ISSUE

100,000 Shares
TELESONIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Common Stock
(Par Value $1.00)

Price $2.50 per share

Offering is made only by prospectus, obtainable from your investment dealer or from the undersigned.

UNDERWRITERS
AMERICAN CANADIAN ENTERPRISES, LTD.
40 Exchange Place New York 5, N. Y.
Telephone Bowling Green 9-0573
Telesonic Corporation of America is licensed under Radio Corporation of America patents and, in addition, owns the rights to the Schein patent application providing for simplified and improved techniques pertaining to the Amplifying System which is the heart of the television receiver. These advanced techniques are now being applied to the production of TELESOMIC television receivers, to improve reception and eliminate the necessity of frequent adjustments and tuning of television installations.

On the succeeding pages are photographs of a section of the TELESOMIC assembly line as well as a few of the television models to be produced.
TELESONIC "AMBASSADOR" MODEL 631T-19 Cinema-Vision RECEIVER